The 18th edition of the Marrakech International Film Festival runs from 29 November to 7
December 2019

12 BIG NAMES FROM WORLD CINEMA
IN CONVERSATION WITH MARRAKECH AUDIENCES
Rabat, 14 November 2019. The “Conversation with” section is one of the highlights of the
Marrakech International Film Festival and returns during the 18th edition for some
fascinating exchanges with some of those who create the magic of cinema around the world.
As its name suggests, “Conversation with” is a forum for free-flowing discussion with some of the
great names in international filmmaking. These sessions are free and open to all: industry
professionals, journalists, and the general public.
During last year’s festival, the launch of this new section was a huge hit with Moroccan and
internatiojnal film lovers. More than 3,000 people attended seven conversations with some legendary
names of the big screen, offering some intense moments with artists, who generously shared their
vision and their cinematic techniques and delivered some dazzling demonstrations and fascinating
anecdotes to an audience of cinephiles.
After the success of the previous edition, the Festival is recreating the experience and expanding from
seven to 11 conversations at this year’s event. Once again, some of the biggest names in
international filmmaking have confirmed their participation at this major FIFM event.
They include US director, actor, producer, and all-around legend Robert Redford, along with
Academy Award-winning French actor Marion Cotillard. Multi-award-winning Palestinian director Elia
Suleiman will also be in attendance, along with independent British producer Jeremy Thomas (The
Last Emperor, Only Lovers Left Alive) and celebrated US actor Harvey Keitel, star of some of the
biggest hits in cinema history including Thelma and Louise, The Piano, and Pulp Fiction.
A French cinema giant, director Bertrand Tavernier will share the lessons of his lengthy cinema
career with audiences in Marrakech, and the Festival also welcomes Ukrainian director Sergei
Loznitsa for what promises to be a captivating cinematic and cultural voyage. They will be joined by
Bollywood icon Priyanka Chopra Jonas, to the delight of fans of Indian cinema.
Another high point of this series of conversations will be when passionate and committed actors
Golshifteh Farahani from Iran and Hend Sabry from Tunisia share the stage. The esteemed Italian
director Luca Guadagnino and leading French actor of Moroccan descent Roschdy Zem will close
the prestigious event.

THE “CONVERSATION WITH” PROGRAMME

Saturday 30 November
•

•

2pm – Conversation with Marion Cotillard

Monday 2 December
• • 11:30am – Conversation with Harvey Keitel
•

•

3:30pm – Conversation with Golshifteh Farahani & Hend Sabry

Tuesday 3 December
•

•

11:30am – Conversation with Jeremy Thomas

•

•

3:30pm – Conversation with Bertrand Tavernier

Wednesday 4 December
•

•

11:30am – Conversation with Sergei Loznitsa

Thursday 5 December
• • 11:30am – Conversation with Elia Suleiman
•

•

3:30pm – Conversation with Priyanka Chopra Jonas

Friday 6 December
•

•

11:30am – Conversation with Luca Guadagnino

•

•

3:30pm – Conversation with Roschdy Zem

Saturday 7 December
•

•

Noon – Conversation with Robert Redford

For more information
www.festivalmarrakech.info

BIOGRAPHIES
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MARION COTILLARD
Actress / FRANCE
Marion Cotillard was born in Paris and studied drama at the Conservatoire d'Art Dramatique in Orléans. She is
internationally recognised for her unwavering commitment to her art, always seeking a challenge in each new role.
Her recent roles include Blood Ties by Guillaume Canet, The Immigrant by James Gray and Deux jours, une nuit
by the Dardenne Brothers, which was in the Official Competition at the Festival de Cannes 2014. In 2012, Cotillard
starred in Rust and Bone by Jacques Audiard, which was in Competition at Cannes in 2012. Her critically acclaimed
performance won her a nomination for Best Actress at the BAFTAs, and others for the Golden Globe, César, Screen
Actors Guild, and Critics Choice Movie Awards. In 2008, Cotillard became the second French female actor to win
an Oscar, and the first to win one for a performance in French, for La Vie en Rose by Olivier Dahan. The film also
earned her a BAFTA, a Golden Globe, and a César for Best Actress.
Marion Cotillard’s filmography also includes Love Me if You Dare by Yann Samuell and Big Fish by Tim Burton. She
won her first César Award for Best Supporting Actress for her performance in A Very Long Engagement by JeanPierre Jeunet, and also featured in A Good Year by Ridley Scott, Public Enemies by Michael Mann, and Nine by Rob
Marshall, which earned her a nomination for the Golden Globe, the Critics’ Choice Movie, and the Screen Actors
Guild Awards.
In 2010, she starred in Inception by Christopher Nolan and Little White Lies by Guillaume Canet, followed in 2011
by Midnight in Paris by Woody Allen and Contagion by Steven Soderbergh. In 2012, she was in The Dark Knight
Rises by Nolan.
That same year, she played the lead role in the oratorio Jeanne d'Arc au Bûcher by Arthur Honegger, with the
Barcelona Symphony Orchestra, directed by Marc Soustrot, having already performed in the role in 2005 in Orléans.
Since then, she has played Joan of Arc again in Monaco, Toulouse, New York City, and Spoleto.

In 2015, she portrayed Lady Macbeth in Macbeth by Justin Kurzel alongside Michael Fassbender, and the following
year appeared in Mal de Pierres by Nicole Garcia, Assassin’s Creed by Kurzel, and Allied by Robert Zemeckis, costarring Brad Pitt. More recently she was in Les Fantômes d’Ismaël by Arnaud Desplechin, with Charlotte
Gainsbourg and Mathieu Amalric, and in Gueule d’Ange by Vanessa Filho, which screened at Cannes in 2018 in the
Un Certain Regard section.
She also starred in Guillaume Canet’s Nous finirons ensemble, the sequel to Little White Lies, and has just finished
shooting the next film by Leos Carax, Annette, a musical comedy also starring Adam Driver.

HARVEY KEITEL
Actor / USA
HARVEY KEITEL
Actor / USA
A native New Yorker, Harvey Keitel grew up in Brooklyn. His first adventure in the movies was in 1967
under the direction of his friend Martin Scorsese in Who’s That Knocking at My Door, the director’s first
feature-length work. The pair were very close and worked again on the documentary Street
Scenes (1970) and then on Mean Streets (1973), in which Keitel played the lead alongside newcomer
Robert De Niro. The following year, he teamed up with Scorsese’s Alice Doesn’t Live Here Anymore once
again. He then starred in James Toback’s The Fingers.
In 1976, Keitel worked once again with Scorsese and De Niro on Taxi Driver, which won the Palme d’Or
at the Festival de Cannes and became a modern classic. The following year, he worked with Ridley Scott
on The Duellists, in which he played a Napoleonic officer. Then, in 1978, he starred in Blue Collar, the
directorial debut of Paul Schrader, who had written the screenplay for Taxi Driver.
Keitel’s career then took a more European turn. In the eighties, he appeared in Bertrand
Tavernier’s Death Watch, co-starring with Romy Schneider, Harry Dean Stanton, and Max von Sydow. He
featured in That Night in Varennes by Ettore Scola, and in A Stone in the Mouth by Jean-Louis
Leconte and Lina Wertmuller’s Camorra. He continued making films alternately on either side of the
Atlantic. He worked with Brian de Palma on the comedy Wise Guys, Tony Richardson’s The
Border starring Jack Nicholson, and in 1988he returned to working with Scorsese with The Last
Temptation of Christ, in which he played Judas.

In the nineties he worked with Dario Argento on Two Evil Eyes before starring in The Two Jakes,directed
by Jack Nicholson. He starred in Bugsy by Barry Levinson, which earned him Golden Globe and Academy
Award nominations. That same year, he worked again with Scott on the cult classic Thelma and Louise.
In 1992, Bad Lieutenant by Abel Ferrara (for which he won the American Spirit Award) and Reservoir
Dogs by Quentin Tarantino were both hits at the Festival de Cannes and made Keitel a household
name. He worked again with Tarantino in Pulp Fiction (1994) and From Dusk Till Dawn (1996). From then
on, he went back and forth between indie cinema and big-budget studio films, switching between
ambitious auteur projects and commercial hits. He starred in Jane Campion’s The Piano, which won the
Palme d’Or in Cannes, and Clockers from Spike Lee. He then appeared in John Badham’s Point of No
Return and Philip Kaufman’s Rising Sun. He joined an impressive line-up in Copland by James Mangold
and then costarred with Kate Winslet in Jane Campion’s Holy Smoke, and co-starred with Whoopie
Goldberg in Sister Act.

In the 2000’s he starred in U-571; Red Dragon; National Treasure; and , its sequel, National Treasure:
Book of Secrets.
Keitel headlined again with De Niro in Mary McGuckian’s historical drama The Bridge of San Luis Rey. He
starred in Manuel Pradal’s Ginostra , followed by A Crime, The Path to 9/11 and starred in the TV
series Life on Mars.
He has continued to shine in a range of projects from indie filmmakers like Wes Anderson, in
his Moonrise Kingdom (2012), which opened the 65th Festival de Cannes, The Grand Budapest
Hotel (2014), and Isle of Dogs (2018). In 2015, he starred in Paolo Sorrentino’s Youth, forming a
memorable partnership with Michael Caine. In 2019, Harvey Keitel reunited with his long-time friends
Martin Scorsese and Robert De Niro for Scorsese’s The Irishman.
Keitel will soon be seen in Václav Marhoul’s The Painted Bird, which selected for competition at The
Venice Film Festival this year, and in feature films Fatima, See You Soon, Esau and Just Noise.

GOLSHIFTEH FARAHANI
Actress / IRAN

Golshifteh Farahani was born in Tehran and is the daughter of actor and theatre director Behzad Farahani. Her
mother is an artist. A talented child, she began playing piano at the age of five, and at 12 joined the conservatory
in Tehran. She then turned down a place at the Vienna Conservatory for a role in her first film, The Pear Tree by
Dariush Mehrjui, which earned her an award for Best Actress at the Fajr International Film Festival in Tehran in
1998. After that, she made 19 films in 10 years, including M for Mother (2006), ensuring her popularity in her
home territory.
Farahani first came to the attention of Western audiences in 2003 thanks to Deux anges by Mamad Haghighat,
Bab’Aziz, le prince qui contemplait son âme in 2005, and Half Moon by Bahman Ghobadi the following year, which
screened in various festivals. With Body of Lies by Ridley Scott in 2008, she became the first female Iranian actor
to work in Hollywood. About Elly by Asghar Farhadi (2009) was the last film she shot in Iran.

Farahani moved to Paris in 2011, where she worked on Si tu meurs je te tue by Hiner Saleem in 2010 and then
Chicken with Plums by Marjane Satrapi and Vincent Paronnaud in 2011. In 2012, she performed alongside Sienna
Miller in Just Like a Woman, directed by Rachid Bouchareb, before taking the lead role in The Patience Stone by
Atiq Rahimi. In 2014, she appeared in Hiner Saleem’s My Sweet Pepper Land.
In 2014, she worked again with Ridley Scott in Exodus, and in 2015, costarred in Les Deux Amis with Vincent
Macaigne, Louis Garrel, and Espen Sandberg. Later that year, she worked on Go Home by Jihane Chouaib and at
the end of 2015, featured in an adaptation of Les Malheurs de Sophie by Christophe Honoré, as Madame de Réan.
She also worked with Joachim Ronning in Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales.
In 2016, Farahani starred opposite Antonio Banderas in the Franco-Spanish historical drama Finding Altamira by
Hugh Hudson and with Adam Driver in the US drama Paterson by Jim Jarmusch. That year saw her first role in
theatre in Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina, directed by Gaëtan Vassart at the Théâtre de la Tempête à la Cartoucherie in
Vincennes.
In 2017, she featured in four very different features: the independent international coproduction Le Dossier Mona
Lisa, written and directed by Eran Riklis; the US blockbuster Pirates of the Caribbean: Salazar’s Revenge; the Indian
drama The Song of Scorpions by Anup Singh; and Santa & Cie from Alain Chabat, in which she played a French
mother.
In 2018, Farahani worked on The Upside, a US remake of the French hit, Intouchables. She then starred in the
horror film La Nuit a dévoré le monde by Dominique Rocher. After that, she co-starred in Les Filles du soleil written
and directed by Eva Husson, with Emmanuelle Bercot, which was in Competition at the Festival de Cannes. This
year, she will appear in the French drama Blind Spot by Patrick-Mario Bernard and Pierre Trividic, and she will soon
be in cinemas in Un divan à Tunis by Manele Labidi and Dhaka by Sam Hargrave.

HEND SABRY
Actress / TUNISIA

Born on November 20, 1979, Tunis, Tunisia, Hend Sabry started acting at the age of fourteen in
the Tunisian movie Samt al Qosoor(Silences of the Palace) in 1994 and was granted her first
best actress award from the Carthage Film Festival at the age of fifteen. The film itself was a big
international success and won many awards like “Mention special de la Camera D’or” at the
Cannes film Festival and was featured among the top 100 most important films of the 20th
century by TIME Magazine.

She then starred in several Tunisian productions until she got the attention of Egyptian Director
Inas Al Degheidy who chose her for the lead role in Muzakirat Murahiqua (A Teenager’s Diary)
in 2001. Her role in the film propelled her to stardom in Egypt & the Arab world.
By that time, she had already gotten her Law degree in 2001 from the Faculty of Juridical,
Political & Social Sciences in Tunis and then completed her Masters in “Intellectual property law
& copyrights” in 2003
Since 1995, Hend played remarkable roles in several Egyptian & Tunisian Films and has received
over 25 International awards in appreciation of her achievements as an actress, including wins
for Mowaten we Mokhber we Haramy (A Citizen, a Detective, and a Thief), Arayes Al Teen (Clay
Dolls), Ahla Al Awkat (The Best Times), Banat West elBalad (Downtown Girls), geneinet Elasmak
(The Fish Garden), El Gezeira (The Island) and the critically acclaimed Oumaret Yacoubian (The
Yacoubian Building) in 2006 co-starring with an extensive number of Egypt's major super stars.
In 2011, she received five best actress awards for her astounding embodiment of an HIV
positive woman who decides not to surrender to this fatal disease in Asmaa.
Sabry starred in seven Television series, lastly, the hit drama Halawet Eldonia(The sweetness of
Life) in 2017, where she won the hearts of the Arab audiences through her astonishing
performance of a woman who is diagnosed with cancer shortly before her wedding, embarking
on a journey that reshapes her life.
In 2019, she was the first Arab female actor to receive the Starlight Cinema Award at the 76 th
Venice International Film Festival. Her win was chosen at the behest of the Italian Women
Journalists Foundation “a result of her great talent and outstanding artistic career.” Recently,
Hend have received at El Gouna Film Festival – Best Actress for “Noura’s Dream”. She also
received a special mention for best actress award for “Noura’s Dream” at Saint Jean de luz
international film festival. Sabry then received the Best Actress Award at the 2019 Carthage
Film Festival for her performance in director Hinde Boujemaa’s film “Noura’s Dream”.
Most recently, Sabry participated in four successful movies in 2019. "El-Mamar" (The Passage)
movie, and The Blue Elephant (2) “ "الفيل االزرقwhich became Egypt’s all-time top box office
earner. Also, The Treasure 2 “AL Kenz 2 “, and Noura’s Dream “Noura Tahlam” whose first
public screening took place at Toronto International Film Festival, and was subsequently
screened in other regional and international festivals including; San Sebastián International Film
Festival, El Gouna Film Festival, The Carthage Film Festival, Festival du film indépendant de
Bordeaux, Festival International du Film de Saint Jean de Luz and Montpellier Mediterranean
Film Festival. After winning Best Actress Award at the third edition of the El Gouna Festival, the
film “Noura’sDream” also won the Golden Tanit award for Best Feature Film at the Carthage
Film Festival.
She previously took part in many juries and held several administrative and honorary positions
in local and international film festivals such as being the President of the Narrative Jury Doha
Tribeca Film Festival in 2013, the 45th International Rotterdam Film Festival in 2015, where she
was the first Arab artist to join the Official Competition’s Jury. Since 2017, Hend became a
member of the advisory board for the inaugural edition of the El Gouna Film Festival.
Most recently, Sabry became the first Arab woman to join the jury panel of the Luigi De
Laurentiis Award for a Debut Film at the 76th Venice Film Festival, in 2019.
She was also selected as the Honorary President of the International Arab Film Festival in Gabès
in 2015, and was chosen as the Arab world brand ambassador for the Swiss luxury watches

manufacturer IWC Schaffhausen. And since 2009, she became the first woman from the
Maghreb region to be the face of the Garnier brand in the Arab world.
Hend Sabry is also active in social and humanitarian work. Since 2009, she has been working
closely with the UN World Food Program to raise awareness about hunger in the region. In
2010, she officially became a goodwill Ambassador for WFP. France's Ministry of Culture also
granted her the honorary title of Knight of the Order of Arts and Letters (Chevalier de l'Ordre
des Arts et des Lettres) in 2014 for her contribution in Arts, Culture & Cinema. In 2019, she was
the winner of the Fatima Fihria Prize Award for women’s empowerment.
And since 2016, Hend sits as Chairman of the Board of the Digital Film Company “Tayarah”
Sabry is currently living in Cairo with her husband Ahmed Elsherif and her two daughters Alya
and Layla.

BERTRAND TAVERNIER
Director / Writer / Producer / FRANCE
Bertrand Tavernier was born in Lyon on 25 April 1941. His family later moved to Paris, where he has lived ever
since, but he still remains very attached to Lyon. He has also enjoyed spells abroad when shooting films, in Glasgow,
Senegal, Cambodia, and Louisiana, and he loves travelling, particularly to Greece.
The son of poet and writer René Tavernier, the founder of Confluences – a Resistance literary review published
during the Occupation – and of Geneviève Dumond, the young Bertrand was fourth assistant director on Léon
Morin Prêtre by Jean-Pierre Melville. It was thanks to Melville that he became press attaché for Rome Paris Films,
created by Georges de Beauregard, who had recently partnered with Carlo Ponti. He promoted films by Jean-Luc
Godard, Agnès Varda, Claude Chabrol, Jacques Rozier, Pierre Schoendoerffer, and Robert Hossein. He then became
an independent press attaché, working with Pierre Rissient. They only represented films they loved, by directors
including Claude Sautet, John Ford, Howard Hawks, Joseph Losey, Jean Renoir, Sam Peckinpah, Ida Lupino, JeanPierre Melville, José Giovanni, and many blacklisted directors and writers.
Bertrand Tavernier’s first feature, L’Horloger de Saint Paul (1974), was an adaptation of the novel by Simenon. It
won the Prix Louis Delluc, a Silver Bear at the Berlin International Film Festival, and a Hugo award from the Chicago
International Film Festival, and was the first time he worked with Philippe Noiret, who would become one of his
preferred actors.
His next film, Let Joy Reign Supreme (1975), marked his incursion into period filmmaking, and he then began
alternating such films with more contemporary works. He won the César for Best Screenplay and Best Director,
while Jean Rochefort scooped Best Actor.

The Judge and the Assassin (1976) was inspired by real events. In this, his third Tavernier film, Noiret played one
of his first unlikeable characters, while Michel Galabru seized the chance to demonstrate his huge talent, picking
up a César for Best Actor.

Tavernier continued exploring societal issues with Death Watch (1980), a prophetic sci-fi film that described reality
TV long before it existed. A fan of US culture, Tavernier then adapted a gritty novel by Jim Thompson, transposing
the action to colonial Africa (Coup de torchon) before making Round Midnight, a declaration of his love for jazz
music.
The historical reenactment that is Beatrice, an incursion into the 100 Years War, garnered admiration from many
historians, critics, and audiences in general. But Tavernier soon turned his attention to more recent historical
conflicts: World War I in La Vie et rien d’autre (1989) and Captain Conan (1996), the Algerian War in the
documentary La Guerre sans nom, and the German Occupation in Safe Conduct (2003), which was also a reflection
on the work of the filmmaker.
Tavernier has also made intimate and tender films about family relations, namely Un dimanche à la campagne,
which won Best Director in Cannes in 1984 and Daddy Nostalgia (1990).
In the 1990s, Bertrand Tavernier continued his exploration of societal themes. L.627 paints a realistic portrait of
the daily life of a drug squad, while Ça commence aujourd’hui is a political work about a teacher in a kindergarten
in northern France. In 1995, he won a Golden Bear at the Berlinale for Fresh Bait, in which he explored disillusioned
and cruel young people going off the rails, fascinated by all things American.
Bertrand Tavernier is committed to defending artists’ rights and has twice been president of the SRF and vicepresident of the SACD. He has long fought to protect intellectual property rights, and the right of filmmakers to be
solely responsible for the integrity of their work. He is also committed to other causes as illustrated by a
documentary on double jeopardy that he co-wrote with his son Nils. Holy Lola (2004), which he co-wrote with his
daughter Tiffany, explores the world of adoption in Cambodia and paints a delicate portrait of a contemporary
couple. In the Electric Mist is set in Hurricane Katrina-ravaged Louisiana, and is an adaptation of the novel by
James Lee Burke starring Tommy Lee Jones.
His next film, The Princess of Montpensier, is another historical work featuring cutting dialogue and a colourful plot
involving love and power in 16th-century France. It screened in Competition at the Festival de Cannes, and stars
Mélanie Thierry, Lambert Wilson, Gaspard Ulliel, and Raphaël Personnaz. Tavernier then made Quai d’Orsay (2013),
a political comedy starring Thierry Lhermitte, Niels Arestrup, Raphaël Personnaz, and Anaïs Demoustier. It won
Best Screenplay at the San Sebastián Film Festival.
In 2016, Bertrand Tavernier made the highbrow documentary A Journey Through French Cinema, in which he
explores the works in his personal Pantheon, including films by Becker, Renoir, Melville, and Sautet, and shares
anecdotes and personal stories.
In 2004, The Film Foundation presented him with the John Huston Award in recognition of his fight for the defence
of artists’ rights.
Bertrand Tavernier has two children, Nils and Tiffany.
He married Sarah Thibau in 2005.
He is president of the Institut Lumière in Lyon, and created the Festival Lumière with Thierry Frémaux a decade
ago.
SACD Cinéma prize.
Sacem prize in 2019.
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JEREMY THOMAS
Producer / UK

Jeremy Thomas began his film career working in the cutting rooms and soon became an editor.
In 1974, Thomas produced his first film, Philippe Mora’s Mad Dog Morgan starring Dennis Hopper,
and then founded Recorded Picture Company. Thomas has gone on to produce many distinctive
films, such as Jerzy Skolimowski’s The Shout, Nicolas Roeg’s Bad Timing, Eureka and Insignificance,
and Nagisa Ôshima’s Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence.
In 1986, Thomas collaborated with director Bernardo Bertolucci on The Last Emperor, which won
nine Academy Awards® including Best Picture, and many other international awards. Thomas
went on to make many films with Bertolucci including The Sheltering Sky, Little Buddha, Stealing
Beauty and The Dreamers.
Thomas has remained an independent producer, resulting in a diverse body of work, including
such titles as David Cronenberg’s Naked Lunch, Crash and A Dangerous Method, Takeshi Kitano’s
Brother, Jonathan Glazer’s Sexy Beast, David Mackenzie’s Young Adam, the Oscar-nominated
Kon-Tiki by Joachim Roenning and Espen Sandberg, Jim Jarmusch’s Only Lovers Left Alive, Ben
Wheatley’s High-Rise, Takashi Miike’s 13 Assassins, Hara-Kiri: Death of a Samurai, Blade of the
Immortal and First Love, and Tale of Tales, Dogman, and the upcoming Pinocchio by Matteo
Garrone.
Throughout his career, Thomas has worked with many other leading filmmakers including
Stephen Frears, Bob Rafaelson, Richard Linklater, Phillip Noyce, Wim Wenders and Terry Gilliam.
In 1992, Thomas was appointed Chairman of the British Film Institute, and was made a Life Fellow
in 2000. He has been President of the Jury at the Tokyo, San Sebastian, Berlin and Cannes film
festivals (Un Certain Regard), and has also served on the main Jury at Cannes. Thomas has
produced over sixty films.

SERGEI LOZNITSA
Writer / Director / Producer / UKRAINE

Sergei Loznitsa was born on September 5th 1964. He grew up in Kiev (Ukraine), and in 1987
graduated from the Kiev Polytechnic with a degree in Applied Mathematics. In 1987-1991 Sergei
worked as a scientist at the Kiev Institute of Cybernetics, specializing in artificial intelligence
research.
In 1997 Loznitsa graduated from the Russian State Institute of Cinematography (VGIK) in Moscow,
where he studied feature filmmaking.
Sergei Loznitsa has been making films since 1996, and by now he has directed 21 award-winning
documentaries and 4 fiction films.
Loznitsa’s feature debut “MY JOY” (2010) premiered in the main competition at the Festival de
Cannes, and was followed by the feature film “IN THE FOG” (2012), which was awarded FIPRESCI
prize at the 65th Festival de Cannes. In 2017, Sergei Loznitsa presented his third feature “A GENTLE
CREATURE” in the competition of the Festival de Cannes. In 2018, Loznitsa received the prize for
Best Directing of the Un Certain Regard section of Festival de Cannes for his fourth feature film,
“DONBASS”.
In 2013 Sergei Loznitsa founded a film production company ATOMS & VOID.
Sergei Loznitsa’s feature-length documentary “MAIDAN” (2014), the chronicles of the Ukrainian
revolution, had its world premiere at a Séance Special of Festival de Cannes. His subsequent
feature length documentaries, “THE EVENT” (2015), “AUSTERLITZ” (2016), “THE TRIAL” (2018)
and “STATE FUNERAL” (2019) were presented at the Special Screenings of the Venice Film Festival.
Sergei Loznitsa continues to work both in documentary and feature genres.

ELIA SULEIMAN
Director / PALESTINE

Born in Nazareth on July 28, 1960, Elia Suleiman lived in New York between 1981 and 1993.
During this
period, he directed his two first short films, Introduction to the End of an Argument and Homage
by Assassination, which won him numerous prizes. In 1994, he moved to Jerusalem where the
European Commission charged him with establishing a Cinema and Media department at Birzeit
University. His feature debut, Chronicle of a Disappearance, won the Best First Film award at
the 1996 Venice Film Festival. In 2002, Divine Intervention won the Jury Prize at the Cannes Film
Festival and the Best Foreign Film prize at the European Awards in Rome. His feature, The Time
That Remains, screened In Competition at the 2009 Cannes film Festival. In 2012, Elia Suleiman
directed the short film Diary of a Beginner, part of the portmanteau feature 7 Days in Havana,
which screened that year in Un Certain Regard at the Cannes Film Festival. In 2019, It Must Be
Heaven, his 4th feature, screened in Official Competition at the Cannes Film Festival. It was
awarded the Jury’s Special Mention and the FIPRESCI award from the international film critics.
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PRIYANKA CHOPRA JONAS
Actor, producer / India
“I am thrilled to be returning to Marrakech, after attending the Festival in 2012 for the
Tribute to Hindi cinema. It is such an honor to be recognized this year with a tribute on the

Jemaa El Fna Square before the Moroccan public, who have always showed so much love and
support throughout my career.”
Priyanka Chopra Jonas is a multi-faceted talent, who is one of the most recognized personalities
in the world. Chopra-Jonas was already a film and television star in her native India when she
made her American TV acting debut, on ABC’s hit drama Quantico. Playing the central role of
Alex Parrish, she made history as the first Indian actor to star as the lead of a TV drama series.
Quantico ran for three seasons and was licensed in 212 territories (excluding the U.S. and
Canada), across 54 languages.
In January 2016, Chopra-Jonas won a People’s Choice Award for her role in Quantico, in the
category of Favorite Actress in a New Television Series, again making history as the first Indian
actress to win a People’s Choice Award and in 2017 won Favorite Actress in a TV Drama. In April
2016 she was featured on the cover of Time magazine’s coveted Time 100 issue, named as one
of the “Most Influential People” in the world, and recognized as one
of Forbes 100 Most Powerful Women in 2018. Chopra- Jonas’ foray into the entertainment
industry began at the age of seventeen, when she won Miss India and went on to win Miss
World the following year, a title that brought her international attention. With over 100 million
social media followers, and growing by the day, Chopra-Jonas
is committed to using her reach for good. She is a UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador, and has been
a National Goodwill Ambassador to India for 12 years. She is also a UN Foundation Girl Up
Champion and is involved in a number of efforts to protect children’s rights and promote
the education of girls in India, including her namesake charity, The Priyanka Chopra Foundation
for Health and Education. In addition to these roles over Chopra-Jonas’ 20-year career, she has
dedicated herself to fighting for inclusion and diversity – both topics she is passionate about.
Chopra-Jonas is married to recording artist and actor Nick Jonas. The couple splits their time
between New York, Los Angeles, and Mumbai.
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LUCA GUADAGNINO
Writer / Director / Producer / ITALY
Born in Palermo to a Sicilian father and an Algerian mother, Luca Guadagnino spent part of his childhood in Ethiopia.
In 1996, Guadagnino started making documentaries before moving into fiction with The Protagonists, which
premiered at the Venice International Film Festival in 1999. In 2009, he wrote and directed the critically acclaimed I
am Love, Academy award nominated for best costume and Golden Globes nominated for Best Foreign Language
Film. In 2010, he was member of the jury in Venice, presided over by Quentin Tarantino.
In 2013, Guadagnino wrote and directed the documentary Bertolucci on Bertolucci, which screened at the
Cinémathèque Française. In 2014 he directed A Bigger Splash, remake of La Piscine by Jacques Deray, again
starring Tilda Swinton, this time along with Ralph Fiennes, Dakota Johnson, and Matthias Schoenaerts. The film
screened in Competition at the Venice Film Festival in 2015.
During the summer of 2016, Guadagnino was in Lombardy, shooting Call Me by Your Name, adapted from the
novel by André Aciman by James Ivory (Room With a View, The Remains of the Day, etc.). The film, which stars
Timothée Chalamet and Armie Hammer, premiered at Sundance in 2017. Showcasing the talent of Guadagnino, it
became a critical and popular hit, with three nominations at the Golden Globes, four BAFTA nominations, and four
more Oscar nominations, including Best Film, Best Actor for Chalamet, and winning Best Adapted Screenplay. In
2016 he also shot Suspiria with Tilda Swinton and Dakota Johnson, which premiered in 2018 at the Venice Film
Festival.
Luca Guadagnino is currently shooting his first TV series for HBO We Are Who We Are.
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ROSCHDY ZEM
Actor / Director / FRANCE

Over a career spanning 30 years and covering more than 90 films and series, Roschdy Zem has imposed his calm
strength through a filmography combining auteur cinema with popular comedies. An instinctive actor and
passionate director, over the years he has become a key figure of French cinema.
Born in Gennevilliers, a suburb to the northwest of Paris, to a Moroccan family, he opened the path for a whole
generation of previously stigmatised North African actors. His filmography is varied yet solid, involving the cream
of French directors such as Xavier Beauvois, André Téchiné, Patrice Chéreau, Rachid Bouchareb, and more
recently Arnaud Desplechin and Rebecca Zlotowski, who gave him one of his most remarkable roles. As a
director, he has worked with acting talent including Cécile de France, Sami Bouajila, Omar Sy, Nicolas
Duvauchelle, Marina Foïs, Raphaël Personnaz, and Hafsia Herzi, to name but a few.
Zem was spotted by Téchiné, who offered him a role in J’embrasse pas, and his career took off in the early
1990s. His performance as a drug addict in Don’t Forget You’re Going to Die by Beauvois (1994) made a lasting
impression. The film screened in the Official Competition at the Festival de Cannes and won the Jury Prize. The
following year, his role as a night watchman in En avoir (ou pas) by Laetitia Masson made him one of the most
promising actors of his generation. In 1997, he worked again with Téchiné in Alice et Martin and the same year
worked with Chéreau in Those Who Love Me Can Take the Train, which won a César in 1999 for Best Director.
His talents were in high demand and he worked continually, easily shifting from one universe to the next and
from one genre to another, establishing a reputation as one of the most solid and versatile of French actors.
In 2002, Zem was nominated for the César for Best Supporting Actor for his role in Ma petite entreprise by Pierre
Jolivet, and another for Le Petit Lieutenant by Beauvois (2006). He widened his register even further, learning
Hebrew for Live and Become by Radu Mihaileanu in 2006. The film won the Audience Award at the Berlin
International Film Festival and a César for Best Original Screenplay. That same year, he starred with Gérard
Depardieu and Daniel Auteuil in 36th Precinct by Olivier Marchal. In 2007, Days of Glory by Rachid Bouchareb
earned him a Best Actor award at the Festival de Cannes, won jointly by the film’s five stars. Days of Glory
enjoyed a significant international career and picked up an Oscar nomination for Best Foreign Language Film in
2007.
Zem’s directorial debut was a success, with the social comedy Mauvaise foi, in which he also starred with Cécile
de France as an Arab-Jewish couple against the backdrop of the Israel-Palestine conflict in contemporary France.
An ode to tolerance, it was nominated for a César in 2007 for Best First Film. In 2011, he directed Omar m’a

tuer, inspired by the Omar Raddad affair, a notorious murder case with racial overtones, with Sami Bouajila in
one of his most memorable roles. This was followed by Bodybuilder (2014), which confirmed his directorial
talent, and then Chocolat (2016), starring Omar Sy, which was a box-office hit.
In parallel, his acting career continued with the same intensity. In 2008, he was again nominated for a César for
Best Supporting Actor for his performance in The Girl from Monaco by Anne Fontaine. He worked again with
Bouchareb and Jolivet and also with Beauvois. Then in 2014, he starred in the critically acclaimed Bird People by
Pascale Ferran.
In 2018, Zem worked for the first time with director Arnaud Desplechin in Oh Mercy! which was in Competition
at the Festival de Cannes the following year. His subtle and sophisticated performance as a police officer
conducting a tricky investigation was a critical success. That same year, he directed his fifth film, Persona non
grata, and played the first Arab president of France in the hit series of the fall season, Les Sauvages, directed by
Zlotowski.
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ROBERT REDFORD

Director / Producer / Actor / USA
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